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	Develop more dynamic and robust GUI applications using PySide, an open source cross-platform UI framework


	About This Book

	
		Designed for beginners to help you get started with GUI application development
	
		Develop your own applications by creating customized widgets and dialogs
	
		Written in a simple and elegant structure so you easily understand how to program various GUI components



	Who This Book Is For


	This book is written for Python programmers who want to learn about GUI programming. It is also suitable for those who are new to Python but are familiar with object-oriented programming.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Program GUI applications in an easy and efficient way
	
		Download and install PySide, a cross-platform GUI development toolkit for Python
	
		Create menus, toolbars, status bars, and child windows
	
		Develop a text editor application on your own
	
		Connect your GUI to a database and manage it
	
		Execute SQL queries by handling databases



	In Detail


	Elegantly-built GUI applications are always a massive hit among users. PySide is an open source software project that provides Python bindings for the Qt cross-platform UI framework. Combining the power of Qt and Python, PySide provides easy access to the Qt framework for Python developers and also acts as an excellent rapid application development platform.


	This book will take you through everything you need to know to develop UI applications. You will learn about installing and building PySide in various major operating systems as well as the basics of GUI programming. The book will then move on to discuss event management, signals and slots, and the widgets and dialogs available with PySide. Database interaction and manipulation is also covered.


	By the end of this book, you will be able to program GUI applications efficiently and master how to develop your own applications and how to run them across platforms.


	Style and approach


	This is an accessible and practical guide to developing GUIs for Python applications.
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Quantum Computing and Communications: An Engineering ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Quantum computers will revolutionize the way telecommunications networks function.
    Quantum computing holds the promise of solving problems that would be intractable with conventional computers, by implementing principles from quantum physics in the development of computer hardware, software and communications equipment....
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Data-Warehouse-Systeme kompakt: Aufbau, Architektur, Grundfunktionen (Xpert.press) (German Edition)Springer, 2011

	In dem Buch werden Data-Warehouse-Systeme als einheitliche, zentrale, vollständige, historisierte und analytische IT-Plattform untersucht und ihre Rolle für die Datenanalyse und für Entscheidungsfindungsprozesse dargestellt. Dabei behandelt der Autor die einzelnen Komponenten, die für den Aufbau, die Architektur und den...
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Structure Formation in Solution : Ionic Polymers and Colloidal ParticlesSpringer, 2005
"He found a promising approach in Sogami and Ise’s treatments of ‘electrostatic interactions in macro-ionic solutions’ of spherical  macro-ions (Ise and Sogami, 2005)."

Clays and Clay Minerals, Vol. 54, No. 6, 773-775, 2006

This book is designed to critically review experimental findings on ionic...
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The Great Design: Particles, Fields, and CreationOxford University Press, 1987
Although modern physics surrounds us and its concepts are constantly referred to in every newspaper, even educated nonscientists find the subject intimidating in the extreme. Most attempts to explain physics to general readers are either obscured by masses of mathematics or gross oversimplifications written by laymen.  Here at last is a...
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Unity for Architectural VisualizationPackt Publishing, 2013

	Transform your architectural design into an interactive real-time experience using Unity


	Overview

	
		Simple instructions to help you set up an interactive and real-time scene
	
		Excellent tips on making your presentations attractive by creating interactive designs
	
		Most important...
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Medical Imaging InformaticsSpringer, 2009
Medical Imaging Informatics provides an overview of this growing discipline, which stems from an intersection of biomedical informatics, medical imaging, computer science and medicine. Supporting two complementary views, this volume explores the fundamental technologies and algorithms that comprise this field, as well as the application...
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